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Abstract: Understanding Soil Degradation Processes (SDPs) is a fundamental issue for humankind.
Soil degradation involves complex processes that are influenced by a multifaceted ensemble of
socioeconomic and ecological factors at vastly different spatial scales. Desertification risk (the ultimate
outcome of soil degradation, seen as an irreversible process of natural resource destruction) and
socioeconomic trends have been recently analyzed assuming “resilience thinking” as an appropriate
interpretative paradigm. In a purely socioeconomic dimension, resilience is defined as the ability of a
local system to react to external signals and to promote future development. This ability is intrinsically
bonded with the socio-ecological dynamics characteristic of environmentally homogeneous districts.
However, an evaluation of the relationship between SDPs and socioeconomic resilience in local
systems is missing in mainstream literature. Our commentary formulates an exploratory framework
for the assessment of soil degradation, intended as a dynamic process of natural resource depletion,
and the level of socioeconomic resilience in local systems. Such a framework is intended to provide
a suitable background to sustainability science and regional policies at the base of truly resilient
local systems.

Keywords: demographic dynamics; rural districts; resilience; desertification risk

1. Introduction

Soil degradation reflects the joint action of ecological factors and socioeconomic forces
at multiple geographical scales [1,2]. Assumed as a biophysical and socioeconomic pro-
cess that implies a progressive deterioration of soils, land degradation has reached an
increasingly significant speed in modern times, with dynamics that increasingly involve
integrated aspects encompassing the broad range of socio-economic issues [3,4]. A major
role is played by climate change, the increase of human pressure, and the progressive
abandonment of rural areas, that fuels a progressive degradation of natural resources
including soil, water, and landscapes [5,6]. Although soil degradation is regarded as an
almost reversible process, leaving the underlying forces uncontrolled leads to irreversible
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forms of desertification [7,8]. Desertification is the terminal stage of such (more or less) re-
versible processes of soil degradation. While the “desertification” notion implies landscape
scenarios resembling deserts, desertified areas are mostly non-desert, arid land, where soils
are heavily impoverished but where there is still vegetation and life [9]. These areas could
be subject to progressive degradation phenomena that alter the physical and economic
potential of the soils, and which therefore prevent, alter, or reduce the soil’s ability to
produce [10].

In this regard, the latest (and likely worst) stages of soil degradation include a rapid de-
cline in ecosystem services [11–13]. At the same time, it is well-known how soil degradation
gives rise to multiple economic influences, altering socio-demographic functions, and ham-
pering sustainable development paths, especially in ecologically fragile districts [14–16].
Reciprocally, the socioeconomic developmental path of any given local system may influ-
ence the level of soil degradation, producing a sort of downward spiral that should be
effectively governed with appropriate mitigation strategies. Responding to these basic
socio-ecological issues, human action may address complex problems associated with
soil degradation and desertification risk, by, for example, promoting socio-environmental
well-being in affected (or vulnerable) regions [17–24]. Linking soil degradation and de-
sertification risk with climate change is certainly appropriate. However, climate change
is not the only actor behind desertification. Drought and aridity are clearly a basic com-
ponent of a desertified landscape, but they are not sufficient pre-requisites to trigger
desertification [25,26]. An area at risk of desertification implies an interaction, often com-
plex, between different agents that impact the landscape, including bio-physical agents,
and more precisely climate, global warming, water scarcity, but also wildfires, overgrazing,
and general processes adjusted to the overall human pressure [27,28]. These processes
add to population density, infrastructures, land consumption, and other environmental
pressures [29].

In these regards, we focused on the driving forces and the economic, social, and eco-
logical consequences of soil degradation. While, for instance, agricultural production
decreases with soil degradation, other economic sectors are also affected by desertification
risk, for example, industrial sectors needing water supplies in places where there is a water
shortage, or mass tourism and its ecological footprint on fragile ecosystems [30,31]. The
consequences of soil degradation are not exclusively of economic or ecological nature, being
eminently social: for instance, “climatic” migrations, that is, long-haul people movements
that gradually strengthen because conditions of drought and aridity advance, which pre-
vent the possibility of living and producing in places that were previously productive and
now are partially or totally derelict. In these regards, land take and soil consumption are
problems of particular interest because they involve fragile territories but also economically
strong districts.

However, while a land take is certainly a very important element that increases soil
degradation, multiple factors are needed to trigger a desertification process. Additional
issues hampering soil conservation are considered prominent in such a case and include (i)
the intrinsic mismatch between positive and normative targets in affected regions, (ii) a
partial (or complete) lack of context-specific solutions to soil degradation, and (iii) incom-
plete communication of local levels with upper levels of governance [32–34]. These issues
paralleled a latent weakness in development planning and programs, not only in emerging
countries but also in some advanced economies, together with the partial lack of extensive
exercises of soil vulnerability assessment over continents or ecological regions [35–38].
These research gaps resulted in weak support for effective policymaking at regional and
continental levels, for example, [39–42]. Local system complexity analyzes the intrinsic
relationship between soil degradation and the socio-economic sphere, a particularly hard
task requiring more specific approaches oriented toward the integration of complex system
thinking with sustainability science and regional planning [43–46].

Models referring to Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) vision seem to be particu-
larly appropriate when analyzing local systems’ dynamics over time and space [47–49].
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When investigating the intrinsic relationship between soil degradation and local systems’
performances [50–52], a CAS approach allows a refined analysis of local development
supporting the design of appropriate spatial planning and economic measures aimed at
preserving (and hopefully enhancing) the system’s resilience [53–55]. With this perspec-
tive in mind, “socioeconomic resilience” focuses on the ability of a regional economy to
preserve the pre-existing state (assumed to be in a form of “dynamic equilibrium”) under
exogenous shocks. This perspective assumes resilience as a basic property associated with
the extent to which a socioeconomic system is capable of returning to its preceding status
(e.g., maintaining a steady-state growth rate of output, employment, or population) after a
shock. In these regards, the concept of resilience therefore depends on socio-environmental
factors exerting a specific impact over a given territory. Our commentary integrates two
socio-environmental visions dealing with (i) soil degradation (incorporating a specific
issue dealing with ecosystem’s services) and (ii) local system’s complexity (mixing issues
of system’s sustainability—basically referring to socioeconomic resilience—with the final
aim at achieving a better comprehension of local systems under complex socioeconomic
dynamics) and ecological problems in Mediterranean Europe, a bio-climatic region with
intense sensitivity to soil degradation. Understanding sustainability vs. resilience conflicts
is a central issue in the assessment of land resources [52–57].

The key to truly sustainable development is the enhancement of basic conditions for
the resilience of local systems [58–60], and the capacity to buffer unwanted or unpredictable
changes [61–63]. In this regard, sustainable and resilient paths of local development are
regarded as intimately linked notions [64–66]. Based on these premises, we provide a
fresh vision of local development vis à vis environmental issues, exploring the intrinsic
relationship between a complex phenomenon such as soil degradation and the evolv-
ing local systems in a mixed sustainability-resilience perspective. The article introduces
an operational definition of soil degradation in local systems, providing a refined anal-
ysis of the latent linkage between ecosystem services (mainly focusing on climate, soil,
and vegetation dimensions) and environmental deterioration. A practical approach to soil
degradation, sustainable development, and socioeconomic resilience was subsequently
delineated. Finally, a coherent assessment of socioeconomic resilience in complex local
systems was illustrated using different research dimensions, proposing an integrated view
to regional planning in light of sustainable development, and enhancing the resilience of
complex socioeconomic systems [10,67,68].

2. A Brief Overview of “Soil Degradation” Processes

The inherent complexity of soil degradation is illustrated in Figure 1, which highlights
the intimate interconnections between multiple research dimensions and the underlying
drivers of change. In particular, this figure clarifies the close relationship that exists between
the basic ecological context and the surrounding socioeconomic forces as other authors
highlighted over the world [69–72]. This interpretation of soil degradation as a complex
issue justifies an integrated approach to the analysis of the relationship between soil degra-
dation (seen as an exquisitely environmental problem) and socioeconomic forces [73,74].
By integrating different research and analysis dimensions, a coherent analysis of such a re-
lationship requires considering sustainability and resilience together in a single operational
approach [27,75–77]. Since soil degradation is eminently a human issue, assumptions about
the relationship between landscape degradation and soil productivity (e.g., the decline
in soil organic matter, land capacity, and economic viability of cropping systems), clearly
reflect human–nature interactive processes in both advanced economies and emerging
countries [78,79]. Being in a strict relationship with any soil degradation process, economic
organization of regions, social inequalities, and political interventions should be addressed
in light of the theoretical framework of sustainable development [80,81].
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Figure 1. A common framework that illustrates the intrinsic complexity of local systems exposed to
“soil, Land and Ecosystem Degradation and Desertification risk” (LEDD).

Taken as one of the most relevant socioeconomic forces shaping the environmental
quality and landscape characteristics, population growth has demonstrated to exert direct
and indirect consequences on soil degradation, being likely the most important driver of
change in local systems experiencing soil degradation as some authors documented for
some affected countries [82–86]. Reflecting population growth, human pressure can be
linked to (i) an intense relocation of population along the coastal rim, because of tourism
intensification and/or industrial concentration, (ii) increasing population (and economic
activities) concentration in metropolitan regions, and (iii) a progressive scattering of high-
impact industrial activities in flat and most accessible districts [87–92]. Socioeconomic
aspects take part in soil degradation: earlier studies have outlined how soil degradation
hurts economic dynamics and performances [93–97]. Since there is little empirical evidence
documenting degradation-driven economic losses, long-term socioeconomic planning is a
particularly hard task in ecological contexts with largely fluctuating conditions [98–101].

Being constrained together by ecological contexts and socioeconomic backgrounds [93],
an appropriate land management system is aimed at (i) conserving ecological functions, (ii)
increasing the efficiency of ecosystem services, and (iii) promoting cohesive territories from
socioeconomic and biophysical perspectives. Based on the key dimensions illustrated in
Figure 2, high levels of functional diversification in socio-environmental systems depend
on different services [102,103] related to climate, soil quality, vegetation, and land use,
together with specific socioeconomic assets. These dimensions are key to understanding
the extent and severity of local SDPs. Identification of spatial influences and direction of
change in such dimensions (and, especially, climate, soil, and vegetation quality) offers
several options for regional planning [48,104–107]. Spatially explicit approaches provide
new opportunities to design influential approaches investigating those linkages among
social and biophysical processes that are essential to regional planning [52]. In this regard,
multi-disciplinary approaches to soil degradation are increasingly required in any effective
planning strategy assessing the local system’s complexity [96–99].
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Figure 2. Reinterpretation of the intrinsic linkages between Ecosystem Services and Human Well-
being (derived from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment: Ecosystems and human well-being.
Volume 1: current state and trends. Washington, DC. Island Press, 2005).

Considering together climate, soil, and vegetation quality, the ESA (Environmentally
Sensitive Area) approach (Figure 3) estimates the level of land vulnerability to degradation
which affects a specific area [95]. A comprehensive analysis of such dimensions provides
detailed information on key factors of soil degradation including vegetation, climate, soil,
and land management [96]. The ESA framework emphasizes (i) political, social, demo-
graphic, and economic processes leading to soil degradation, (ii) the inherent consequences
for landscapes and environments at large, and (iii) the possible response that societies
can implement with the final objective at contrasting processes of land degradation and,
ultimately, desertification risk [97].
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Figure 3. A graphical workflow of input variables and partial indicators adopted in the ESA (Environmentally Sensitive
Area) framework to estimate sensitivity to soil degradation.

The ESA approach identifies a reference framework applicable to different ecological
and socioeconomic contexts under the following assumptions: (i) input variables are
reasonably simple to operationalize, statistically robust and widely applicable; (ii) variables’
selection reflects both the specific information context (i.e., the intrinsic relationship with
“soil degradation” and “desertification risk” dimensions), and the easiness in data collection,
comparison with external data sources and updates; and (iii) the overall information system
is enough adaptable to accommodate new variables (or refined informative layers) that
may improve the precision of the estimates. The elementary data layers are combined using
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simplified algorithms (geometric mean) into quality (partial) indicators for soil, climate,
vegetation, and land management (Table 1).

Table 1. Input variables for ESA frameworks assessing land degradation and the related sources.

Quality Layer Source

Soil
Parent material, Rock

Fragments, Soil Depth, Slope
Angle, Drainage, Soil Texture

Published data and field
samplings

Climate Rainfall, Aspect, Aridity index Published data, field
samplings, and DEM

Vegetation
Fire risk, Erosion protection,

Drought resistance, Plant
cover

Landsat TM

Management Policy enforcements, Land use
intensity, population density Statistical data

In the second step, the level of Environmental Sensitivity (ES) at each elementary
analysis’ unit (e.g., a cell, a polygon, a landscape) is evaluated combining the four partial
indicators using the same algorithm (geometric mean):

ESij = (Indicator(1)ij * Indicator(2)ij * Indicator(3)ij * Indicator(4)ij)
1/4

where i, j are rows and columns of an elementary spatial domain and Indicator(n)ij is the
related value for each dimension considered (individual variables, partial indicators). In the
ESA framework, a major concern is to define soil deterioration considering the characteristic
economic dimensions. An example of the intrinsic validity and vast applicability of the
ESA framework for planning reasons—from local to global operational scales—is the
worldwide maps of soil sensitivity to degradation and the related ecosystem’s drivers of
change provided by Ferrara et al. [98] at a very detailed spatial resolution and referring
to a time period encompassing the 2010s. This approach integrates a decision support
system based on a simplified land classification nomenclature with a refined analysis of
ecosystem’s functions involved in soil degradation processes, providing the necessary
knowledge to any strategy of sustainable land management and regional planning oriented
toward socio-ecological system’s resilience [99–102].

3. Soil Degradation, Sustainable Development, and Socioeconomic Resilience of
Local Systems

The notion of “sustainability”, however vague it may seem, continues to aliment the
idea that sustainability implies a quantifiable limit to economic growth. At the same time,
sustainability is still understood as a call to action and therefore as a political process.
In this perspective, the concept of sustainable development has been enriched and evolved
substantially [103]. Starting from the “simple” but effective definition by the Bruntland
report, such a notion consolidated in a holistic and integrated perspective, which has
perhaps received its greatest inspiration and practical translation in the 2030 Agenda.
In these regards, the Agenda 2030 redesigns the objectives for sustainable development,
articulating them into specific targets. Avoiding any distinction between affluent and
emerging countries, this strategy is an implicit contribution to the issue of spatially balanced
development typical of the “sustainability” paradigm.

While the idea that sustainability is solely an “environmental” issue of concern has
been definitively overcome, an integrated vision of the different dimensions of local devel-
opment has been progressively established. However, the implementation of the Agenda
is not an easy or obvious target. In response to this goal, the Sustainable Development
Strategy of the 2030 Agenda provides a renewed global framework that strengthens the
(often fragmented) path of sustainable development on a global scale, promoting environ-
mental, economic, and social sustainability objectives in an integrated vision. A total of 169
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targets corresponding to the Millennium Development Goals aim at solving a wide range
of problems concerning socio-economic development, such as poverty, hunger, health,
education, climate change, gender equality, water, sanitation, energy, urbanization, and the
environment, all being intrinsically connected with the specific issue of soil degradation.
The Millennium Development Goals interpret the sustainability paradigm as an opera-
tional “umbrella” for local development, including and expanding the specific dimension
of sustainability in multiple axes, and keeping the aspect of local sustainability of the core
of this process.

In parallel with the general issue of sustainable development, local resilience has been
investigated in relation to specific areas and background socioeconomic conditions, being
intrinsically connected with complex environmental issues and dynamics, among which
soil degradation and desertification risk are considered particularly relevant processes
of change [108–110]. Understanding the intrinsic mechanisms underlying resilience—as
well as other typical properties of local systems such as adaptability and transformability—
seems to be particularly appropriate in areas affected by land degradation. Such knowledge
requires a complete investigation of social complexity (intended as the network of relations
among different territorial actors) in desertification-prone districts [53]. In such contexts,
the notion of “regional economic resilience” has been originally proposed to delineate the
ability of an economic system to avoid being packed into a low-level equilibrium [105],
promoting instead a (more or less rapid) transition toward a “better” equilibrium in a given
district [49]. A comprehensive analysis of regional resilience requires a specific focus on
(highly open and internally heterogeneous) systems’ dynamics [106].

Contrasting linear visions of local development, a holistic perspective to complex sys-
tems would emphasize the intimate relationship among socioeconomic variables persisting
over a long term and reflecting continuous regional growth and transformations, consider-
ing at the same time the political and socio-cultural institutions affecting this relationship’s
structure [35]. Economic systems can exhibit three types of responses to external shocks.
First, systems may return to (or surpass) their preceding growth within a relatively short
period (“economically resilient” districts). Second, systems might not have been thrown
off their development path at all (“shock-resistant” districts). Third, systems result to be
incapable to rebound and return to (or surpass) their previous “non-resilient” path [36].

4. Assessing the Level of Socioeconomic Resilience in Local Systems

Two dimensions are taken as significant when assessing how socioeconomic forces
impact together with the resilience level of local communities and soil degradation pro-
cesses [107]: (i) factors perturbing (alimenting or containing) soil degradation, mostly those
associated with specific policies based on targeted subsidies, incentives or, more generally,
external economic support; and (ii) factors related to how local communities may face (and
mitigate) soil degradation. While being sparsely defined and measured only partially, the
notion of “socioeconomic resilience” has growing importance in regional science and spatial
planning [108]. Economically resilient and non-resilient economic systems are frequently
identified and characterized examining their long-term dynamics and performances [109].
Criteria delineating (and quantifying the intensity of) an economic shock can take inspira-
tion from a descriptive analysis of pre-shock and post-shock growth rates and the related
levels of economic performance [110]. A region experiencing an external shock without
meeting specific criteria is taken as “non-resilient” [111]. To implement a socioeconomic
measure of resilience for a given local system, a series of issues should be addressed includ-
ing: (i) what measure(s) is (are) most appropriate to assess socioeconomic performances
(e.g., gross domestic product, value-added, employment, personal income and wealth), (ii)
what spatial scale is more appropriate for such measure(s); (iii) what time scale is more
effective for such measure(s); and, finally, (iv) what territorial scale should be considered
for comparative analysis purposes (e.g., country average, regional/division average).

Assuming any spatial definition of a given socio-economic system as highly subjective,
at least to some degrees, it is important to remember how local communities and the related
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economic space and geographical territory represent districts where people, money, goods,
and services continuously cross any fixed boundary adopted, both administrative and
functional [85]. Moreover, although a given socioeconomic system can be defined at a
specific spatial scale, interactions with any other system can also occur continuously among
all levels. In this regard, theoretical foundations of socioeconomic resilience are intrinsically
linked with the “hegemonic” concept of sustainability, being explicitly defined as the
interaction of three factors: (i) economic resistance to external shocks, (ii) social and cultural
diversity (e.g., population size, skill mixing) and (iii) civic infrastructure [112]. Since
socio-cultural diversity was occasionally estimated using data on lifestyle diversity [113],
a summary indicator of socioeconomic resilience can be thus composed taking account of
economic resilience, population density, and lifestyle diversity [114].

Actions allowing a region to benefit from positive shocks may further drive a stronger
economic resilience, being capitalized in the case of a future shock [56]. These considera-
tions lead to the basic assumption that the socioeconomic resilience of local systems strictly
depends on the policy-induced ability of local communities to recover from (or adjust to)
the negative impacts of adverse exogenous shocks [48]. In the specific perspective of soil
degradation, a refined analysis of socioeconomic forces provides the necessary verifica-
tion of the (in)ability of local communities to develop mitigation and adaptation policies
responding to external shocks that include climate change, landscape transformations,
and desertification risk. For instance, a lack of monetary resources and opportunities for
additional/alternative funds is critical since it increases practically the probability of more
intense, likely unsustainable use of natural resources, with, for example, land intensification
having environmental side-effects [50].

Based on these premises, relevant dimensions estimating socioeconomic resilience
of local systems include (i) macroeconomic stability, (ii) microeconomic market efficiency,
(iii) good governance, and (iv) socio-demographic development [109]. A summary index of
the level of socioeconomic resilience in local systems can be derived from simple (or more
advanced) compositions of the four components mentioned above.

Macroeconomic stability relates to the interaction between aggregate demand and
aggregate supply in a regional economic system [113]. Economic policy at all operational
scales influences these dimensions, in turn acting as an honest proxy of economic resilience
of local systems facing adverse shocks [115,116]. Earlier studies have preliminarily quan-
tified the macroeconomic stability dimension considering three dimensions [106]: (i) the
ratio of fiscal deficit to the gross domestic product; (ii) the government budget position,
and (iii) an additional figure composing local unemployment and inflation rates [49]. These
dimensions are associated with local resilience: for instance, when an economic system
displays moderate or high levels of unemployment and inflation, the impact of adverse
shocks would likely be particularly intense [117,118]. A measure of the ratio of the external
debt to the gross domestic product may finally refine the resilience assessment because the
adequacy of external policy may be estimated considering the weight of external debt on
total product over a defined time window [119].

Microeconomic Market Efficiency is another possible aspect of socio-economic re-
silience. This measure evaluates the extent to which markets work competitively, freely,
and efficiently across countries [38]. Finally, good governance is indispensable for an
economic organization to function correctly and to be resilient. Relating to issues such as
property rights, judicial independence, the impartiality of courts, the protection of intel-
lectual property rights, military interference in the rule of law, political systems, and the
integrity of the legal system should be considered. In this regard, socio-demographic
development is an additional component of economic resilience, measurable in multiple
ways depending on personal income (e.g., poverty line, long-term unemployment rate) or
population structure/dynamics.
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5. Concluding Remarks

Resilience approaches try to combine ecological and socioeconomic dimensions of
local systems, providing a suitable background to reconnect sustainable development with
nature conservation strategies [119]. In such a view, local (either urban or rural) systems
have assumed a crucial role in recent years. This vision is related to CAS thinking, being
characterized by self-organization without a rigid (centralized or system-level) control.
The role of non-linear development paths typical of regional economic systems is central
for policymakers especially in landscape-driven approaches, complexity-led growth, and
adaptive systems’ thinking integrating ecological and socioeconomic approaches to ter-
ritorial dynamics. In these regards, understanding non-linear landscape trajectories of
development is a process-driven issue. Social interactions are unpredictable due to the
intrinsic and multiple options characterizing human interactions. In this perspective, land-
scapes and the related local communities are intended as complex adaptive systems, whose
complexity makes the future of regional development and spatial planning difficult to
predict and organize. Since future development paths of complex socio-ecological systems
are required to be together sustainable and resilient, a complex adaptive systems’ approach
to spatial planning and regional policy is reasonable and preferable in such conditions.

Crucial mechanisms through which policies influence environmental processes and,
more specifically, soil degradation, are land-use structure, configuration, and change over
time. In this direction, sector policies and subsidies often increase desertification prob-
lems. For instance, agricultural policies and subsidies focusing on single crops or products
stimulate the conversion of traditional, sustainable multi-functional land-use systems into
intensive productions like the mono-cultures that are less suitable and frequently not
adjusted to the local natural and socio-cultural environments. In these regards, it cannot be
demised how soil degradation leads to a (potentially significant) reduction in ecosystem
functions and services of interest to humankind (e.g., biodiversity conservation). At the
same time, regional planning oriented toward sustainability and resilience would protect
local economies from potential shocks since this approach will enhance the overall level of
resilience, assuring a sustainable development path to local communities. Following an
integrated evolution path balancing ecological conservation with socio-economic devel-
opment, a local district will result as particularly stable and balanced over time in all its
constituting components (environment, society, economy) when operating as a sustainable
and resilient system.
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